Abstract. Labeling corpus with Feature Structure is a new attempt of the large-scale semantic descriptions and semantic annotation. This paper put forward the Feature Structure theory to resolve the semantic label of Chinese phrases and sentences. We chose "subject-predicate predicate sentence" as the research target in the paper, and summarized seven categories of the labeled graph. Feature Structure model contains more semantic information. In addition, feature structure can be used to account for some linguistic phenomena. Feature Structure is applied to tackle Chinese special sentence patterns and achieve a satisfactory effect.
Introduction
In natural language processing, semantic parsing is one of the most challenging topics in the modern fields of linguistics and computational linguistics, as well as one of the main bottlenecks of large-scale applications of language information technology today [1] . Among many problems of semantic parsing, semantic parsing of phrase and sentence is one of the most basic tasks.
This article studies semantic representation, resource building and parsing strategy of Chinese Sentences based on Feature Structure.Feature Structure is not a new term in the modern fields of linguistics and computational linguistics. Phonetics described syllables using a similar mechanism of Feature Structure long time ago. Later, the formal syntactic theories such as GPSG and LFG used the complexity of Feature Set to describe the syntactic structure, which is also similar to Feature Structure. In both cases, the definition of a set of features is used to distinguish between syllables and syntax structure, which has had a significant impact on the Generative Phonetics field. So far, we still have not seen the attempt of the large-scale semantic descriptions and semantic parsing by using Feature Structure. [2, 3, 4, 5] 
Background
The general semantic parsing needs to resolve three main issues: representation, the resources and parsing. We need to complete these three tasks. First of all, what kind of form can be used to represent the mechanism? Secondly, how can we establish the resources of phrases and sentences based on the mechanism? In addition, given a phrase or sentence, how can we deduce the form?
Traditionally, as to semantic parsing, there are two methods. They are syntactic structure parsing and dependency structure parsing [1, 6] .However, there are several problems if we use either of methods to analyze the Chinese language.
Firstly, current syntactic category is only suitable for typical syntactic structures. As for some special structures in Chinese, such as serial noun phrase and verb-complement phrase, it's difficult to distinguish the syntactic features among the words. In a serial noun phrase, each word is a general noun; it's too hard to ensure the different syntactic features.
Secondly, dependency structure only represents the dependency relations between two words. The non-head always depends on the head in a sentence. Dependency grammar is usually assumed mono-dependency, which means that a node can only depend on another node. Dependency grammar implies a hypothesis that the status of the words is inequitable. However, as to some special structures in Chinese, such as the serial noun phrase, there are some exceptions. Most often than not the grammatical status of noun phrases are equal, so we may assume that no heads exist between serial noun phrases. Sometimes there are multiple dependency relations, namely, a node can be dependent on more than two nodes.
Hence, traditional syntactic structure parsing and dependency structure parsing are not suitable for Chinese semantic analysis. We put forward the concept of Feature Structure to resolve it.
Feature Structure theory
Generally, a phrase or sentence can be expressed as a set of triples of an entity, feature and value. We call the set "Feature Structure" of the phrase or sentence structure. In 1), "qiche(car)" is the entity, "yanse(color)" is a feature of "qiche(car)", "hong(red)" is the value of the feature "yanse(color)". "yanse(color)" links "qiche(car)" one side, and in the meantime, it links "hong(red)" to the other side. So "yanse(color)" can be used to be the tag of the connection of "qiche(car)" and "hong(red)". In 2), "qiche(car)" is the entity, "hong(color)" is the value. We can express them as triples: In 1), all of the entity, feature and value come out in the phrase. But in 2), the feature of "qiche(car)" is hidden. Only the entity and value come out. We can find from example 2: feature and value can be used as entities and represented in the Feature Structure."ta(he)" is the agent and a value of "shuo(say)". "ta shi daxue jiaoshi(he is a university professor)" is the other value of "shuo(say)". Here "ta shi daxue jiaoshi(he is a university professor)" is treated as an entirety to make semantic relations with "shuo(say)". And the value "ta shi daxue jiaoshi(he is a university professor)" itself is also a Feature Structure. "shi(is)" is the entity, "daxue jiaoshi(a university professor)" is its value, "ta(he)" is its another value. Furthermore, the node of the value "daxue jiaoshi(a university professor)" itself is also a Feature Structure. "jiaoshi(professor)" is the entity, "daxue(university)" is its value.
Formally, a triple can be represented as two nodes and the edge connecting them, in which the nodes stand for words, the edge stands for feature. The feature must be a feature of a node. The node serves as the owner of the feature, while the other nodes as value. Thus a Feature Structure can be represented as an undirected graph. Taking into account the value can also be another Feature Structure, so Feature Structure can be seen as a recursive graph, which means that the node itself can be a graph [7] . In a word, compared to syntactic structure, Feature Structure is similar to dependency structure. Feature Structure mainly describes the relations among words, so that we do not need to define the syntactic category. Even in the recursive Feature Structure, we do not need to define the type of Feature Structure. Compared to dependency structure, on one hand, Feature Structure allows nesting, on the other hand, it also allows multiple correlations [2, 3, 4, 5] .
Our research
In the paper, we choose Chinese Subject-predicate Predicate Sentence as the research objective.The sentence with Subject-predicate phrase served as its main predicate is called Subject-predicate predicate sentence. It is one of the typical sentence patterns in Chinese language, which is the subordinate pattern of Chinese Subject-predicate sentence.Even though there are plenty of articles about Chinese Subject-predicate sentence by adopting linguistic ontological methods. The earliest studies can be traced back to 1921. However, 80 years up till now, no defined criterion has been available to analyze Subject-predicate predicate sentence in the field of linguistics. That is why the representation of Subject-predicate predicate sentence held the bottleneck of Chinese information processing.
In linguistic field, Subject-predicate predicate sentence can be described as: "N1 + N2 + V/A + N3". N1 is the subject of the whole sentence, while " N2 + V/A + N3" is the predicate of the whole sentence. N1 is also called the "Big Subject", which is the subject of the whole sentence. N2, which refers to the subject of Subject-predicate phrase that served as the predicate of the whole sentence, is also called "Small Subject", which is the subject of subject-predicate sentence; V/A refers to the predicate of the Subject-predicate phrase, which can be served as adjectives, verbs, etc. N3 refers to the object of the Subject-predicate phrase.
Subject-predicate predicate sentence falls into three categories and thirteen subcategories in [8] . We labeled the semantic relations of the corpus of Subject-predicate predicate sentence on the basis of Feature Structures, and summarized seven categories of the labeled graphs. Take 3) for example: In Fig.4 , "libukai (can't live without)" is the entity, "women(we)" "shui(who)"and "shui(whom)" are the three values of "libukai (can't live without)" respectively. In next recursive graph, "women(we)" is the entity, "shui(who)" and "shui(whom)" are its value. The relationship among "women(we)" "shui(who)"and "shui(whom)" is "optional reference" or "nonspecific reference".
Labeling the Chinese sentences using Feature Structure, we may find it is very easy to determine which components are the entities; which components are the features and which components are the value. The Semantic relations among them are expressed clearly.
Conclusion and Future Work
Regarding the semantic representation, we put forward a new mechanism "Feature Structure". It is used to represent Chinese phrases and sentences. "Feature Structure" allows recursive. Many semantic relations in Chinese sentences are not between words, but between word and a clause, or between a clause and a clause. In some special semantic relations is among three constituents. "Feature Structure" can resolve the problems. 
